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The rugs in this catalogue represent a period 

of work that began in the 1990s in Nepal and 

India and continues with the same belief from 

back then: simplicity is the true luxury. Today, 

alongside the classic I+I rugs, we present other 

monochromatic textural surfaces in a variety 

of colours, made using differing weaving and 

knotting techniques, yarns and manufactures. 

There are nine weaves in all, eleven ways to 

cover a surface using the same colour: from 

the shiny viscose weaves of our classic rugs 

to sophisticated new knotted pieces. These 

surfaces have the capacity to enhance an 

environment with style, without ever being banal.

More recent additions are Richard Hutten's 

"Playing with Tradition" rug series, "Transitional 

Mashup", "Pop Classic" and the geometric 

designs of "Croci" or "Hatch" suggest spaces in a 

which define spaces in a more precise way, much 

as a stage set can delineate a precise area.

INTORDUCTION  

714



"My history with rugs dates back to the mid-1990s when I proposed 

plain-coloured rugs together with the objects and fabrics that we were 

designing and producing. They were simple, minimal rugs where the 

focus was on the structure of the rug inself, the carefully chosen materials 

and dark, natural colors. I love rugs - as I said introducing the collection 

for the first time - for their ability to occupy a space, generating their own 

territory. More than twenty years have passed and I still think about how 

prophetic those words were with regard to the world of contemporary 

carpet in general. Even now, when I design a carpet I ask myself: how will 

it occupy the space? Will it be capable of generating its own territory? 

This idea encapsulates the significance of I + I's work in recent years. The 

carpet has become a distinctive element because the domestic space 

develops around it, and increasingly becomes an oasis of tranquillity. 

 

I’m proud of having established a relationship of exchange with realities 

very far from our own, having helped them to grow professionally and 

having learned from them how to make a new product. This is a product 

that stems from local skills and knowhow, it can only be produced there, in 

this place, making use of the finest traditional manufacturing techniques 

and which, when encountered with a mentality that is very different from 

their own, can generate surprising results. We believe in an evolutionary 

process of carpet culture, in this sense we feel we are contributing to a 

positive globalization, upholding values linked to territories and dynamic 

diversity that gives birth to the new ideas which are not influenced by 

mass consumption. We believe in the relationship with the people who 

make these rugs, the weavers and the places where they live where 

weaving is one of the main elements of true social and environmental 

sustainability."

PAOLO 
GIORDANO   
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I have an antique persian carpet at my home, which I still find the best carpets to have. 

The idea behind the carpet was to build a bridge between the old and the new, east 

meets west. I came up with the idea to stretch the carpet at a certain point. I found 

out it’s very important where to start the stretching. On the traditional side I kept the 

fringes on the contemporary side I made a clear cut.
RH

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE:                                 

WEIGHT:                                                       

HEIGHT:

DENSITY:                                                                

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, SILK, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

5,0 KG/M² 

1,2 CM

275.700 KNOTS/M2

75X120 CM
170X275 CM
200X300 CM
250X350 CM
80 up to 400 CM (RUNNER)
  

 HANDMADE IN INDIA 

https://www.i-and-i.it/pwt→

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

“
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DESIGN   Richard Hutten

PLAYING WITH
TRADITION
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PWT
#200X300 CM

PWT
#250X350 CM
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PWT
#runner

PWT
#175X275 CM

PWT
#75X120 CM
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I have an antique persian carpet at my home, which I still find the best carpets to have. 

The idea behind the carpet was to build a bridge between the old and the new, east 

meets west. I came up with the idea to stretch the carpet at a certain point. I found 

out it’s very important where to start the stretching. On the traditional side I kept the 

fringes on the contemporary side I made a clear cut.
RH

HANDMADE IN INDIA 

https://www.i-and-i.it/pwt-bw→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Richard Hutten

“
MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE:                                

WEIGHT:                                                       

HEIGHT:   

DENSITY:                                                               

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, SILK, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

5,0 KG/M² 

1,2 CM

275.700 KNOTS/M2

300X400 CM
200 CM (diam)

PWT BLACK&WHITE
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PWT B&W
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PWT B&W
#round
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This are the superimposition of a familiar graphic design from the 1960s and 70s - 

used in industrial applications like aluminium sheeting, rubber linoleum and ceiling 

panels - with a colorful Oriental rug. Two different cultures far apart in time and space 

illustrate how a traditional ethnic repertory can be integrated into contemporary visual 

language. Sophisticated manufacturing intensifies the effect.

 HANDMADE IN INDIA 

https://www.i-and-i.it/popclassic-persian-lines→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“
MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE:                                         

WEIGHT:                                                       

HEIGHT:   

DENSITY:                                                               

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

5,0 KG/M² 

1,2 CM

125.500 KNOTS/M2

170X240 CM  

POP CLASSIC
PERSIAN LINES
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PERSIAN LINES I
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PERSIAN LINES II
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This are the superimposition of a familiar graphic design from the 1960s and 70s - 

used in industrial applications like aluminium sheeting, rubber linoleum and ceiling 

panels - with a colorful Oriental rug. Two different cultures far apart in time and space 

illustrate how a traditional ethnic repertory can be integrated into contemporary visual 

language. Sophisticated manufacturing intensifies the effect.

 HANDMADE IN INDIA 

https://www.i-and-i.it/popclassic-barcode→

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

“
MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE:                                          

WEIGHT:                                                       

HEIGHT:    

DENSITY:                                                              

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

5,0 KG/M² 

1,2 CM

125.500 KNOTS/M2

90X175 CM

DESIGN   I + I

POP CLASSIC
BARCODE
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POP CLASSIC 
BARCODE
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This is the superimposition of a familiar graphic design - used in industrial applications 

like metal sheeting and panels - with a colorful Oriental rug. Two different cultures far 

apart in time and space illustrate how a traditional ethnic repertory can be integrated 

into contemporary visual language. Sophisticated manufacturing intensifies the effect.

HANDMADE IN INDIA 

https://www.i-and-i.it/mash-up-i→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“
MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE:                                       

WEIGHT:                                                       

HEIGHT:   

DENSITY:                                                               

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

6,50 KG/M² 

0,8/1,0 CM

66,976 KNOTS/M2

240X300 CM   

MASH-UP I
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MASH UP I
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MASH-UP II

This is the superimposition of a familiar graphic design - used in industrial applications 

like metal sheeting and panels - with a colorful Oriental rug. Two different cultures far 

apart in time and space illustrate how a traditional ethnic repertory can be integrated 

into contemporary visual language. Sophisticated manufacturing intensifies the effect.

HANDMADE IN INDIA 

https://www.i-and-i.it/mash-up-ii→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“
MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE:                               

WEIGHT:                                                       

HEIGHT:   

DENSITY:                                                               

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

6,50 KG/M² 

0,8/1,0 CM

66,976 KNOTS/M2

240X300 CM     
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MASH-UP II
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HANDMADE IN INDIA 

→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“

https://www.i-and-i.it/mash-up-iii

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE: 

WEIGHT:                                      

HEIGHT:                                                       

DENSITY:                                                                  

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

6,50 KG/M² 

0,8/1,0 CM

66,976 KNOTS/M2

240X300 CM   

MASH-UP III

This is the superimposition of a familiar graphic design - used in industrial applications 

like metal sheeting and panels - with a colorful Oriental rug. Two different cultures far 

apart in time and space illustrate how a traditional ethnic repertory can be integrated 

into contemporary visual language. Sophisticated manufacturing intensifies the effect.
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MASH-UP III
#gold
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MASH-UP III
#yellow

MASH-UP III
#blue

MASH-UP III
#pink/green
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HATCH I
#blue

HATCH I
#red

Simple rhythms are sought, punctuated by repeated lines that intersect as if drawn 

by pen to form ideal backgrounds. Neutral or pastel background colours interact with 

black, red, blue or pink lines forming vibrant combinations.

HANDMADE IN INDIA 

→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“

https://www.i-and-i.it/hatch-i

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE: 

WEIGHT:                                      

HEIGHT:                                                       

DENSITY:                                                                  

DIMENSIONS:

VISCOSE, WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

4,50 KG/M² 

1,20 CM

135.000 KNOTS/M2

240X300 CM 

HATCH I
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HATCH II
#purple/pink

HATCH II
#pink/red

Simple rhythms are sought, punctuated by repeated lines that intersect as if drawn 

by pen to form ideal backgrounds. Neutral or pastel background colours interact with 

black, red, blue or pink lines forming vibrant combinations.

HANDMADE IN INDIA 

→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“

https://www.i-and-i.it/hatch-ii

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE: 

WEIGHT:                                      

HEIGHT:                                                       

DENSITY:                                                                  

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

VISCOSE, WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

4,50 KG/M² 

1,20 CM

135.000 KNOTS/M2

240X300 CM 

HATCH II
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Rhombuses and squares, straight and diagonal lines intertwine on light backgrounds. 

Carefully studied colours combine perfectly in a balanced and harmonious aesthetic. 

The irregular dimensions can be customized, as the shapes of the rugs are created by 

repeating a rectangular and triangular form.

HANDMADE IN INDIA 

→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano 

“

https://www.i-and-i.it/croci-i

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE: 

WEIGHT:                                      

HEIGHT:                                                       

DENSITY:                                                                  

DIMENSIONS:                                                  

VISCOSE, WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

4,50 KG/M² 

1,20 CM

135.000 KNOTS/M2

170X280 CM

CROCI I
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HANDMADE IN INDIA 

→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano

“

https://www.i-and-i.it/croci-ii

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE: 

WEIGHT:                                      

HEIGHT:                                                       

DENSITY:                                                                  

DIMENSIONS:  

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

1,40 KG/M² 

0,60 CM

135.000 KNOTS/M2

190X315 CM

CROCI II

Rhombuses and squares, straight and diagonal lines intertwine on light backgrounds. 

Carefully studied colours combine perfectly in a balanced and harmonious aesthetic. 

The irregular dimensions can be customized, as the shapes of the rugs are created by 

repeating a rectangular and triangular form.
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HANDMADE IN INDIA 

→

DESIGN   

DESCRIPTION    

GENERALS    

LINK

Paolo Giordano 

“

https://www.i-and-i.it/tweed

MATERIAL:

TECHNIQUE: 

WEIGHT:                                      

HEIGHT:                                                       

DENSITY:                                                                  

DIMENSIONS:                                                 

WOOL, COTTON

HANDKNOTTED

4,75 KG/M² 

1,40 CM

155.000 KNOTS/M2

CUSTOMIZED SIZES up to 400 CM WIDTH

TWEED

The classic fabric is revisited in a simple sophisticated wool handknotted rug in black 

and white. Suitable for both residential or contract projects.
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TWEED
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I
II

GOLD
YELLOW
PINK/GREEN
BLUE

RED
BLUE

240X300 CM

170X240 CM 

90X175 CM

240X300 CM

240X300 CM

240X300 CM

75X120 CM
170X275 CM
200X300 CM
250X350 CM
80 up to 400 CM (RUNNER)

300X400 CM
200 CM (diam)

p.13

p.19

p.23

p.27

p.31

p.35

p.39

da p.42
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handknotted; 

wool + silk + cotton; 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + silk + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India

handknotted, 

viscose + wool + cotton, 

made in India 

weight: 5,0 kg/m² 

height: 1,2 cm

weight: 5,0 kg/m² 

height: 1,2 cm

weight: 5,0 kg/m² 

height: 1,2 cm

weight: 5,0 kg/m² 

height: 1,2 cm

weight: 6,50 kg/m² 

height: 0,8/1,0 cm

weight: 6,50 kg/m² 

height: 0,8/1,0 cm

weight: 6,50 kg/m² 

height: 0,8/1,0 cm

weight: 4,50 kg/m² 

height: 1,20 cm

PLAYING WITH TRADITION

PWT BLACK & WHITE

PERSIAN LINES

BARCODE

MASH-UP I

MASH-UP II

MASH-UP III

HATCH I
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PINK/RED
PURPLE/PINK

170X280 CM 

190X315 CM

CUSTOMIZED SIZES
up to 400 CM WIDTH

200X300 CM p.44

p.46

p.48

p.51
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handknotted, 

viscose + wool + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton + visocse, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India 

handknotted, 

wool + cotton, 

made in India

weight: 4,50 kg/m² 

height: 1,20 cm

weight: 4,50 kg/m² 

height: 1,20 cm

weight: 1,40 kg/m² 

height: 0,60 cm

weight: 4,75 kg/m² 

height: 1,40 cm

HATC II

CROCI I

CROCI II

TWEED
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GENERAL 
MAINTENANCE  

advice to enable you to enjoy an I+I Collection  rug 
for a long, long time. 

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS 

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2
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On receiving an I+I rug, check first that it has not been damaged in any 
way during transportation, look for bumps or holes in the box/plastic roll 
and check that the box or parcel is perfectly dry. Check carefully your 
carpet, the reference, the colour and the dimension.
Despite the intensive quality control on our part prior to shipment, 
possible faults can escape to our attention. Faults must be communicated 
immediately.

All our rugs are either handwoven or handknotted. Variation in sizes are 
possible by up to 5%. This depend on factors that cannot be foreseen, 
connected with the tension of the looms and weather conditions at the 
time of manufacturing. Consider this when ordering a customized size. 
Never take a measure wall to wall, rather leave some space to allow for a 
slightly larger size of rug.

Our rugs are mostly dyed by hand and slight variations in colour are 
possible. When ordering a carpet consider your sample as a reference 
starting point, but not necessarily the exact reference of your final rug 
colour. Variations of colours depend on moisture, humidity, heat and are 
not always predictable.

When you open the parcel and unroll the rug leave it to breathe for some 
time in order to regain its beauty and flatten perfectly. It may take up to 
tens days for a rug to flatten completely.

Avoid putting  weights that are too heavy on your carpet. If the fibres 
are stifled for a long period of time, it will be difficult for them to regain 
their natural beauty. In case turn the rug every now and then to change 
positions of the pressure marks.

We also recommend that you use non-slip underlays. This reduces 
slipperiness, helps the rug to breathe and avoids any possible humidity 
on the floor.

When moving furniture on the rug put a heavy cardboard or a protective 
material between the two to avoid unnecessary pressure.

Exposure of natural fibres, viscose and polyester to direct sunlight can 
result in colour fading. Rugs placed in daylight areas must be turned 
often.

Professional cleaning  only, wash horizontally with water, do not spin, dry 
in the open, do not use tumble dryer.

The rugs are for indoor use only, avoid use in damp areas as basements, 
bathrooms and kitchens. 
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